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Approximate and Compensate: A method for risk-sensitive
continual computation

Wepresent a flexible procedurefor a resource-bounded
agent to allocate limited computational
resourcesto on-line
problem solving. Our APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
methodology
extends a well-knowngreedytime-slicing approachto conditions in whichperformanceprofiles maybe
non-concaveand there is uncertainty in the environment
and/or problem-solvingproceduresof an agent. Withthis
method,the agentfirst approximates
problem-solving
performanceand problemparameterswith standard parameterized
models.Second,the agent computesa risk-management
factor that compensates
for the risk inherentin the approximation. Therisk-management
factor represents a mean-variance
tradeoff that maybe derived optimally off-line using any
available information.Theoreticaland experimentalresults
demonstrate that APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
extends
existing methodsto newproblemsand expandsthe practical
applicationof meta-deliberation.

INTRODUCTION
Weare interested in agents that actively manage how
their limited computationalresources are allocated to problem solving in time-constrained environments. This metadeliberation problem can take the form of the agent allocating resources amonga competingcollection of problemsolving procedures (Georgeff & Lansky 1987; Garvey
Lesser 1993; Gomes& Selman 2001), among a sequence
of future computational challenges (Boddy & Dean 1994;
Zilberstein 1993), or amonga competingcollection of possible future challenges (Horvitz 2001; Greenwald&Dean
1994). A sample of domains for which meta-deliberation
solutions have been suggested include Bayesian reasoning
(Horvitz, Suermondt, & Cooper 1989; Horvitz & Breese
1990), robotics (Boddy & Dean 1994; Zilberstein & Russell 1993), graphics rendering (Horvitz & Lengyel 1997),
and real-time scheduling (Greenwald& Dean1994).
In order to makemeta-deliberation decisions the agent
must have somepredictive information about the challenges
(problem instances) it will encounter and problem-solving
procedures available to apply to each projected challenge.
A commonexample is a profile representing the expected
quality of a result as a function of the amountof time spent
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problem solving (Boddy & Dean 1994; Zilberstein & Russell 1996; Horvitz 2001).
For example,a time-critical medical decision support system must trade off the benefits of problemsolving during decision support against the cost of delayed treatment. Every
minute delayed in treating serious injury in an emergency
center can reduce the probability of patient survival by approximately 1%(Clarke et al. 2001). Whilea surgeon is operating, the system might reason about possible future computational challenges, makinguse of probabilistic modelsof
surgical procedure completion times and complications.
The most convenient and frequently employedpredictive
model is a concave increasing function mappingcomputation time to expected solution utility. Whilegeneral rectadeliberation is computationallyintractable, this formof profile admits optimal greedy time-slicing methods (Boddy
&Dean 1994; Etzioni 1991; Zilberstein & Russell 1996;
Horvitz 2001)that maybe applied in time-critical situations
(on-line). Unfortunately, as we discuss, not all problemsolving procedures are accurately modeledwith concaveincreasing functions.
Meta-deliberation solely based on functions of expected
performance ignores the uncertainty of applying problemsolving procedures to new problems. Put another way,
problem-solving procedures mayexhibit considerable variance in performanceacross challenges (problem instances).
Thereis a risk that statistical profiles will poorly capture
run-time behavior. Correspondingly, narrow variance has
been cited as an important property in designing effective problem-solvingalgorithms (Zilberstein 1996; Boddy
Dean1994). By contrast, meta-deliberation based on modem portfolio theory (Gomes& Selman 2001) embraces and
exploits variance as a tool in improvingresource allocation.
Uncertainty mayalso arise in the agent’s model of which
challenge might occur in the future and howmuchtime will
be available for time-critical problem-solving.
Our goal in this work is to develop a meta-deliberation
methodthat retains the on-line efficiency of greedy timeslicing but admits application to problems with (1) nonconcave performance profiles, (2) variance in problemsolving performanceover the target range of computational
challenges, and (3) uncertainty in the parameters of current and future challenges. Our APPROXIMATEAND COMPENSATEmethodadds flexibility to existing greedy meth-
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ods by allowing off-line tuning to better meet real problemsolving conditions. First, the agent approximatesproblemsolving performanceand challenge parameters with concave
increasing functions. Second, the agent computesa riskmanagement
factor that compensatesfor the risk inherent in
the approximations. The risk-managementfactor represents
a mean-variancetradeoff that maybe derived off-line using
any available information. The agent then combinesthe approximate profiles and compensationfactor into an on-line
greedy time-slicing meta-deliberation procedure.
This methodrepresents a novel combinationof portfolio
optimization, meta-deliberation, and continual computation
techniques. APPROXIMATEAND COMPENSATEprovides an
agent the ability to "hedgebets about performance"(Horvitz
&Zilberstein 2001) and manageuncertainty.
Wefirst introduce a general terminology for capturing
problem-solving performancein a variety of environments.
Wethen present the on-line portion of the APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
method and show that the procedure is
theoretically sound. Wethen provide experimentalresults to
explore the effective use of the flexibility provided by APPROXIMATE
AND COMPENSATE . We show that
off-line
tuning of compensationparameters can provide the benefits
of fully on-line methodswithout a significant increase in online costs.
MODELS OF META-DELIBERATION
In single-period continual computation, Horvitz (Horvitz
2001) differentiates two consecutive time intervals: before
and after a discrete changein the state of knowledgeof a
problem-solvingagent. In the first time interval the agent
does not knowthe next computational challenge but may
have probabilistic information about which challenges are
more likely to occur next and whenthey are likely to occur. The secondtime interval is precipitated by someevent
at which the agent learns the next challenge deterministically. The end of the second time interval occurs whenthe
agent has computedits best response to the knownchallenge, given the cost of delayed response. Thefirst time interval is referred to as "idle time." A continual computation
agent makesuse of this otherwise wastedidle time in preparing to respond to challenges. Following Horvitz (Horvitz
2001), we refer to the first time interval as precomputation
time. Werefer to the secondtime interval as reaction time.
Wemake the simplifying assumption (Horvitz 2001;
Boddy & Dean 1994) of a one-to-one mapping between
computational challenges and problem-solving procedures.
Wefocus on the meta-deliberation problemof allocating resources amongindependent problem-solving procedures for
the next unknownchallenge. Each procedure is allocated
a fraction of the available computation time. Extending
our methods to sequential challenges and communicating
problem-solvingprocedures is discussed at the end of this
paper.
By allocating computation before the next challenge is
knownwe are precomputing a solution to a challenge that
mayor maynot be presented to us. Thus, the value of allocating computation time to a problem-solving procedure

is only stochastically knownin the precomputationtime interval. Precomputationtime allocated to challenge i E I is
denotedtp,i. Thetime spent reacting to challenge i after the
observationpoint is denotedtr,i. Thetotal time allocated to
reasoningabout challenge i is therefore tp,i +tr,i. Although
the result of problem-solvingdependsonly on the total time
allocation, the utility of the result dependson howthe total
time is split betweenprecomputationand reaction.
Following Horvitz (Horvitz 2001), we define value-ofprecomputationfunction, fi(tp,i), to represent the net utility achieved if challenge i occurs, given precomputation
time tp,i, and assumingthat the agent reasons for an "optimal" length of time once the uncertainty is resolved and
the challenge has occurred. What constitutes optimal reactive reasoning depends on the computational model of
the agent and the time-critical nature of the environment.
In (Parkes & Greenwald 1999) we show how to model the
value-of-precomputation function for manycommonmetadeliberation problems. Table 1 summarizesthese results.
A value-of-precomputation function combines a model of
the intrinsic value of the problem-solving
result with the cost
of not responding immediately at the point a challenge is
observed. For example, assumethe agent deliberates with a
run-to-completion (also knownas all-or-nothing) algorithm
that achieves a value Valuei for challenge i if allocated total time at least tRTC,i, and zero value otherwise. Undera
soft deadline model,the utility of the responseis derived by
subtracting the cost-of-delay, Costi (tr,i), fromthe achieved
value (Costi(t) = 0,t < 0). This is a commonmethod
for accounting for cost-of-delay (Dean &Wellman1991).
Note that, in this model, cost-of-delay is not incurred until the challenge is observed(i.e. it is only a function of
the reaction time). For these problems the agent requires
tRTC,i -- tp,i time to complete the computationbefore responding. The value-of-precomputation function for each
challengei is then
(1)
f~(tp,i) = Valuei - Costi(taTC,i -- tp,i)
As a second example, consider an agent that deliberates
with an anytime/flexible problem-solving procedure. For
this type of computationthe intrinsic value of responding
to challenge i is captured by an expected performanceprofile, Valuei(tp,i + tr,i), that varies as a function of the sum
of precomputation and reaction time. Underthis model of
computationthe agent has the flexibility to choose a level
of reactive computationthat optimizes utility, under a given
cost-of-delay model. Wecan determine an optimal level
of reactive computation for any level of precomputation
(denoted t~,i(tp,i )) and encodeit directly in the value-ofprecomputationfunction, as follows:
fi(tp,i) max{ Valuei(tp,i + tr ,i) - Costi(tr,i)} (2
tr,i

Figure l illustrates the process of deriving a value-ofprecomputationfunction. The properties of both value function and cost-of-delay combineto determine the shape of
the value-of-precomputation function and, as we discuss,
the optimality of a greedy time-slicing approach to rectadeliberation. Table 1 indicates the shapes of various combinations of value and cost functions. Commonly
found
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Computation Model
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Concave
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Convex-increasing
-Delay
Linear-increasing
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x
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Table1: Characterizingthe value-of-precomputation
functions of common
meta-deliberationproblems.Meta-deliberationproblemsoptimallysolvedby greedytime-slicingare markedx/.
value functions are concaveincreasing and intuitively capture problem-solving procedures with diminishing returns
over time. Convexincreasing cost-of-delay functions represent challenges for which it becomesincreasingly costly
to delay action over time.
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Figure 1: Determiningthe value-of-precomputation
for a challenge with a linear cost-of-delay function Cost(t) = 4t and an
anytimealgorithmwith a concaveincreasingperformance
profile,
Value(t) = 170- 150e-t/s: (a) computingthe optimal reaction
timewhenallocatedprecomputation
timetp ---- 5; (b) the complete
value-of-precomputation
curve, fi(tp), < tp< 20.Notethat
for tp > 12.4 it is optimalto respondimmediatelyuponobserving the challenge;whilefor tp < 12.4 it is optimalto spendsome
additionaltimeproblem-solving
after the challengeis observed.
An agent meta-deliberates about howto allocate the total precomputationtime across possible next challenges, I,
tp = (tv,l,...,tvj).
Let Pr{il E} (abbreviated pi)
the probability that, given existing knowledgeE, challenge
i E I will be the next challenge observed. Meta-deliberation

that maximizesexpected value-of-precomputation solves
mapx~. Pifi(tp,i)

(3)

z

such that for each i, tp,i > 0 and ~-~i tp,i < T for some
fixed idle time T. It is straightforward to generalize this
optimizationto distributions over idle time (see Equation4).
APPROXIMATE
AND COMPENSATE
Greedy methods (Boddy & Dean 1994; Etzioni 1991; Zilberstein &Russell 1996; Horvitz 2001) provide effective
on-line meta-deliberation in time-critical environments.Unfortunately, the optimality of these methodsis limited to a
subset of all interesting meta-deliberation problems.In this
section we extend the effective use of greedy on-line methods to problems with (1) non-concaveperformanceprofiles,
(2) variance in problem-solvingperformanceover the target
range of computational challenges, and (3) uncertainty
the parameters of current and future challenges. Our method
adds flexibility to existing greedy methodsby allowing offline tuning to better meet real problem-solvingconditions.
Our methodmixes the greedy time-slicing methodsuggested
by Horvitz (Horvitz 2001) with a mean-variance technique
used in traditional portfolio theory (Markowitz1959).
In this section we introduce the APPROXIMATE AND
COMPENSATE
meta-deliberation method. The name of the
method is derived from the two ways it extends greedy
time-slicing. First, we explicitly acknowledgethat oftentimes meta-deliberation must operate on performance
profiles that only approximate the "true" performance of
problem-solving procedures. Second, we compensate for
these approximations with a risk-management factor that
represents a mean-variancetradeoffthat maybe derived offline using any available information.
More specifically,
APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE
operates on approximate value-of-precomputation functions
f~ and a risk-aversion parameter %The risk-aversion parameter 7 is intended to encodeeither a risk-preference in the
meta-deliberation solution whenfi = fi, or compensatefor
using approximationswhenfi ~ fi- Intuitively, 7 captures
the agent’s confidence that the approximatevalue functions
will capture run-time performance.If the agent is confident
then it will allocate resources as if the approximationsare
accurate. Onthe other hand, if the agent is less confident
then it will "hedgeits bets" by allocating resources to mini-
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mize the risk of ending up with a poor solution. Wedemonstrate experimentallythat this is also an effective approximation technique whenthe true value function is knownbut
non-concave.
Global:fi//value-of-precomputationfunctions
Pi // challengeprobabilities
Procedure APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
(’7, A, tp)
t~ +-- ~ipifi(tp,,);
fori= 1 toI{
grad,~-- pi(fi(tp,i +A) ],(tp,,)); }
//Challengethat maximizes
increase in expectedvalue
mean+-- argi max{gradi};
//Challengethat maximizes
reductionin variance
var+-axg
max
{
grad
i
(It
]i
( tp,i ) )
i
//Allocate precomputationtime
tp ..... +--tp ..... + (1 - ’7)A;
tp.... +--tv.... + 7A; }
Figure 2: APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
is called
for each time slice of size A to determine how to allocate precomputation time across challenges I according
to the mean-variance trade-off encoded in 7. The metadeliberation solution is incrementally constructed in vector
tp (wherecomponent
tp,i is the allocation to challenge i).

true utility is characterized by concaveincreasing functions.
This solution is foundwhenwe set .fl = fi and 3’ = 0.
Theorem 1. (Mean-Optimality) APPROXIMATE
AND
COMPENSATE
maximizes expected-value when 7 = 0 for
(weakly) concaveincreasing functions ]i as A --+
Proof follows directly from results for continual computation (Horvitz 2001). The greedy strategy is globally optimal because allocating deliberation to a procedure for a
locally suboptimalchallenge: (a) cannot increase future expected value-of-precomputationfrom further deliberation on
that challenge (weakconcavity); (b) has no effect on future
expected value-of-precomputationfor any other challenges.
The followingtheoremstates that this result holds for all
idle times and distributions of challenges. This is possible
because the allocation of precomputationtime to each challenge in the optimal solution for idle time T is monotonically increasing in T. The meta-deliberation methodAPPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
is able to achieve as good
a performanceas a procedurewith distributional information
about idle time and unlimited computational resources.
Theorem2. (On-line Optimality) APPROXIMATE
AND
COMPENSATE
is an optimal on-line procedure for solving
maxE Pr(T = Tj) Epi]i(tp,i)
tp
j
i

The APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE method is depicted in Figure 2. In deciding howto allocate a given time
slice, APPROXIMATEAND COMPENSATEcomputes the incremental change in expected value of each possible challenge if allocated that time slice. It then identifies the challenge that would have the maximumeffect on increasing
total expected value and the challenge that wouldhave the
maximum
effect on decreasing total variance. The method
allocates a fraction of the time slice to the problem-solving
procedure for the expected value maximizingchallenge and
a fraction of the time slice to the problem-solvingprocedure
for the variance minimizingchallenge. Allocation fractions
are determinedby the adjustable risk-aversion parameter 7.
As discussed in the next section, when 7 = 0 the method
reduces to existing greedy time-slicing methods (Horvitz
2001) that maximize expected value. When7 = 1 the
method greedily minimizes risk. For any 0 < 3’ < 1 the
method selects a tradeoff between mean maximizing and
variance minimizingbehavior. Welater provide an experimental demonstrationthat, under certain conditions, we can
find any solution on the efficient frontier in approximate
function space.

SOUNDNESS
The soundness of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE can
be demonstratedby its well-behavedproperties when3’ = 0
and 3" = 1. The behavior of this methodfor 0 < 3’ < 1 is
demonstratedexperimentally in the next section.
The following theorem states that APPROXIMATE
AND
COMPENSATE
can be used directly to find an optimal solution to the continual computationproblemwhenthe agent’s
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(4)

for any distribution Pr(T = Tj) over idle times Tj, for
(weakly) concaveincreasing functions ]i.
Wenowshowthat when]i is a concave increasing function and 3’ = 1, APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
will locally minimizevariance in value-of-precomputation, given
the approximation,from challenge to challenge.
Theorem3. (Local Variance-Optimality) When3" = 1,
APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE allocates
precomputation in the current time-slice to the challengethat minimizes
the variance in approximatevalue-of-precomputationat the
end of the slice, for (weakly) concaveincreasing approximation functions f4.
^
2
^
2
Proof. Let Var(tp) =E,P’ (fi(tp,,))
(E, Pifi(tp,,))
denote the varianceof approximatevalue-of-precomputation
from
challenge to challenge, given an allocation tp. Theallocation
overthe next timeslice that achievesthe greatest local decrease
in variance, is to the challengethat minimizesOVar(tp)/Otp,i
2pi(O]i(tp,i)/Otv,i)(]i(tp,i) where # = Y~ip~fi(tp,i). As
A --~ 0,

APPROXIMATEAND COMPENSATE
allocates

the next

time-slice to precomputationon this challenge. Notethat there
mustalwaysbe at least onechallengethat decreasesvariancewhile
the variance is non-zerobecausethere mustbe a challengewith
]~(tp,,) < Iz, andO~i(tp,i)/Otp,i is non-decreasing
for concave
increasingfunctionsfi.
[]
We can also show that APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE is an on-line globally optimal variance minimizing
meta-deliberation methodfor the special case whenall challenges are (1) equally likely, and (2) have linear approximate
value-of-precomputation functions with the same gradient,
]i(tp,i) = Ottp,i, for someconstant a.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we experimentally demonstrate the effective use of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE with 0 <
3’ < 1. In the first class of problems, the agent does not
have an exact value-of-precomputation function for each
challenge but, rather, a distribution over possible functions.
This may be due to an incomplete model of the environment, or approximations introduced in the computational
model. In the second class of problems, the agent is faced
with non-concave value-of-precomputation functions and
chooses a concaveapproximationthat enables efficient online meta-deliberation, and compensatesfor that approximation throughthe selection of an optimal risk-aversion parameter off-line. Finally, we providea risk interpretation of the
conditions under which an agent would choose 7 # 0 offline.

~

-20

t
0

PROTOTYPE FUNCTIONS
In the following experiments we consider an agent facing
two possible challenges. The first challenge is modeledwith
an exact value-of-precomputationfunction, while the uncertainty in performanceof the problem-solvingprocedure for
the second challenge is modeledby a parameterized distribution of value-of-precomputation functions. The response
to each challenge is computeby run-to-completion problemsolving procedures with tRTC,1 = tRTC,2 = 10. Challenge
1 occurs with probability pl = 0.6, and has an exact costof-delay profile Cost(tr 1) = tlr~. Challenge 2 occurs with
probability P2 = 0.4, and has a uncertain cost-of-delay profile that is distributed accordingto a parameterizeddistribution, Cost (tr,2) = t~,2, wherex is distributed uniformlybetween1.4 and 2.0 (i.e. x ,-~ U(1.4, 2.0)). Thevalue of an
mediate response to both challenges is Valuel = Value2 =
30. The value-of-precomputation functions are computedas
fi (tp,i) =Valuei - Cost~(tRTC,i -- tp,i) (Equation1). The
distribution of value-of-precomputationfunctions for challenge 2 that is inducedby the distribution over cost-of-delay
functions is shownin Figure 3.
Weassume the agent does not knowbefore the challenge
occurs howmuchidle time is available for continual computation. In the next section wediscuss the effects of uncertain
idle times on the use of completelyoff-line stochastic optimization methods. In this section we focus primarily on
on-line methods,with or without off-line tuning.
Weconsider five alternative techniques for solving the
continual computationproblemstated above. The first technique (1) is to performoff-line stochastic optimization using the full distribution over value-of-precomputationfunctions, assuming prior knowledgeof idle time. This technique is used to provide a upper boundon performance. The
other four techniques use someform of greedy time-slicing
over an approximate model of value-of-precomputation for
challenge 2, selecting (2) a simple linear approximationand
7 = 0, (3) a simple linear approximation and "y optimized
off-line, (4) a prototype approximationdrawnfrom the distribution of functions and 7 = 0, and (5) a prototype approximation optimally derived off-line fromthe full distribution
and ’7 = 0. The results of these experimentsare summarized
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Figure 3: Value-of-precomputation
f2(tp,2) for an incomplete
meta-deliberationmodel,representedas a parameterizeddistribution: f2(tp,2) ---- 30 - (10 - tp,2)% wherex ,-~ U(1.4, 2.0), for
tp,2 < 10. A linear approximationto the mediancurve(x = 1.7)
is fittedto crossat tp,2 ---- 0 andin,2 :-- 6.
in Table2.
Techniques (2-4) use APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
with simple prototypes, with only experiment (3) tuning
off-line. The linear approximation used in techniques (2)
and (3) is chosen to meet the median curve of the distribution at tp,2 = 0 and tp,2 = Tin, where Tmis the
meanidle time. For example, the linear approximation for
T ,-~ U(4, 8) is shownin Figure 3. The off-line optimization of’), in technique(3) is implemented
throughexhaustive
search, with the value of 7 assessed with stochastic sampiing and simulation. Technique(4) uses the median curve
from the distribution.
Technique (5) uses APPROXIMATE
AND COMPENSATE with an optimal prototype. The optimal
in-distribution prototype is computedoff-line with the followingstochastic optimization: exhaustively search over the
space of curves, assessing the performanceof each curve by
simulating APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE with sainpiing from the distribution over idle times and actual valueof-precomputation functions.
Meta-deliberation
7
procedure
(1) Optimalwith hindsight
0
(2) Linear Approximation
0.46
(3) Linear Approximation
7=0
(4) SimplePrototype(x = 1.7)
(5) OptimalPrototype(x = 1.75) 7=0

Expected
value
6.27
4.08
4.71
4.61
4.71

Table2: Averageexpectedvalue-of-precomputation
for a distribution of idle timesand an incompletemodelof meta-deliberation.
Table 2 showsthat, for this simple example, we achieve
as good a performancewith a simple approximation (linear
in this case) and off-line optimization of 7, as with off-line
selection of an optimal prototype (x = 1.75) for 7 = 0.
this table the results are averagedover idle times uniformly
distributed between4 and 8. Figure 4 showsthe results over
each idle time.

uniformlydistributed, T ~ U(Tm- T=, Tm+T=), with
mean Tmand uncertaintyT,,. Notethat, in contrast to

Comparingcurves (a) and (c) we see that greedy timeslicing with ")’ = 0 and a simple linear approximation(curve
(a)) is biphase- initially allocating deliberationto challenge
1, and then to challenge 2. The benefit of our mean-variance
approachis seen in curve (c), in whichoff-line optimization
of’)’ enables a not-so-greedyon-line meta-deliberationstrategy. In this strategy APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
allocates more deliberation to challenge 2 from the start of
precomputation,, reducing approximate-risk, and improving
performanceover 3’ = 0.

the optimality results for concavecurves, meta-deliberation
with non-concavecurves is sensitive to idle time.
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Figure 4: Loss in expectedvalue-of-precomputation
versus idle
time, T, withrespect to the best performance
withhindsight,for:
(a) Linear off-line approximation,7 = 0; (b) Simpleprototype
(x = 1.7), 3’ = 0; (c) Linearoff-line approximation
and compensation, 3’ = 0.46 andOptimalprototype(x = 1.75), 3’ =
Anadditional property of optimizing 3’ for a simple approximation is that, while the search space over optimal
prototypes grows with the numberof challenges with uncertain performancemodels, the computation of 7* remains
tractable. Furthermore, in this simple example, APPROXIMATEAND COMPENSATE outperforms
the best "reasonable" guess at a prototype (the medianprototype), and perform as well as the optimal prototype.
APPROXIMATING NON-CONCAVE
FUNCTIONS
In the following experimentswe demonstratethe effectiveness of APPROXIMATE AND COMPENSATE on hard metadeliberation problemsfor which greedy time-slicing is not
provably optimal. Consider again two challenges, each with
run-to-completion algorithms, but nowwith non-concave
cost-of-delay functions. Challenge 1 occurs with probabilitypl = 0.55, and has run-to-completiontime tRTC,1 = 15.
Challenge2 occurs with probability P2 = 0.45, and has runto-completion time tRTC,2 = 20. The value of an immediate response to either challenge is Value1 = Values =
2, and each challenge has a sigmoidal cost-of-delay, 0 <
Costi(tr,i) = (-t’’dl°)s <1.This cos t fun ction models
the case in whichan initial d~layis not too costly, and oncea
responseis significantly delayed, a further delay is unimportant. The value-of-precomputation function for each challenge is shownin Figure 5. Weassumethat the idle time is
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Figure 5: Value-of-precomputation
versus precomputationtime
for challengeswith soft-deadlines and run-to-completionalgorithms. Value = 2, Cost(t) = 1- (-t/l°)o, t nTC,X=15,
tRTC,2= 20. Linearapproximations
fitted at tp = 0 and tv = 11.

~

0~l

1’0
15
PrecomputationTime

Weconsider four alternative techniques for solving the
continual computationproblemstated above. The first technique (1) is to performoff-line stochastic optimizationusing
the full distribution over value-of-precomputation
functions,
assumingprior knowledgeof idle time. This technique is
used to provide a upper bound on performance. The next
two techniques use simple linear approximations,]i, to the
non-concavefunctions and perform greedy time-slicing with
(2) 7 = 0, and (3) 7" optimally tuned off-line to a given
modelof idle time uncertainty. The fourth technique(4) proceeds greedily on the true value-of-precomputation curves,
fi. The simple linear approximationsused in techniques (23) are fit to the true curves at tp = 0 and tp = Tin~2. Two
such approximations for Tm= 22 are shownin Figure 5.
Technique(3) uses exhaustive search and sampling and simulation of APPROXIMATEAND COMPENSATEto select an
optimal risk-aversion parameter.
The results of these experiments are summarizedin Table 3. These results depict each technique with idle
time uncertainty
Tu = 3 and mean drawn from Tm E
{10, 16, 22, 30}.
Meta-deliberation
procedure
(1) Optimal
(2) Linear(3’ =
(3) Linear(3’*)

(~ 3’*)

(4) Exact(3’ =

Meanidle time, Tm
10
16
22
30
1.47 1.56 1.76
1.98
1.93
1.47 1.56 1.61
1.97
1.47 1.55 1.75
(0.0) (0.0) (0.59) (0.78)
1.94
1.47 1.55 1.62

Table 3: Averageexpected value-of-precomputationfor idle
times T ~ U(T,~- 3, Tm+3), for T,~ E {10, 16, 22, 30}.
The performance
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0.18
with off-line tuning of "y* (technique (3)) is competitive
with the best solution with hindsight (technique (1)) for
idle time distributions. The performance of greedy metadeliberation on the true value-of-precomputation curves
(technique (4)) is suboptimalTmE{22, 30}. All t he approaches perform well for small idle times, TmE {10, 16}.
However,for large idle times, greedy time-slicing cannot
~’~wpprox(0)
o.oetake advantageof prior knowledgethat the slope of the true
value-of-precomputationfunctions changes direction.
In Figure 6 we depict the performance of APPROXIMATE
0.04~
.
/
ANDCOMPENSATE
if we choose a single compensation factor (i.e. constant portfolio) off-line without knowledge
the mean idle time. Performance of techniques (2-4) are
’0;
~,d’e ’l ml e6Un(erlairty.
T 1’0 1’2
shownrelative to the optimal technique (1). The choice
7 = 0.59 optimizes the online performance for idle times
T --, U(19, 25).
Figure 7: Averageexpected value-of-precomputationfor idle
times T ,-~ U(22- T~, 22 + T~) versus idle time uncertainty,
Tu. Comparison
of loss due to on-line meta-deliberationversus
0.2
optimaltechnique(1) for technique(2) (Approx(0)),technique
80.18
(Approx(7*
= .59)), and technique(4) (TS-exact).

o,,- zs-oxao,

0.16
0.14
~0.12
0.1
>

70.08
Uq~.0.06
.~ 0.04

~,
0.02

Idle Time Distribution
~ ~...~. , ~ .
,
,
24
18
20
22
Idle Time,T

,
26

28

Figure6: Comparison
of loss dueto on-line meta-deliberation
versus optimaltechnique(1) for technique(2) (Approx(0)),technique
(3) (Approx(7*
= .59)), andtechnique(4) (TS-exact).

folio is assumedto increase with expected single-period return, but decrease with variance in period-to-period return
(risk) - and a portfolio is efficient if it achieves a greater
expectedreturn than any other portfolio with the samerisk.
In Figure 8 we demonstrate that APPROXIMATE
AND
COMPENSATE
given (weakly) concave increasing approximate value-of-precomputationfunctions and any 3’ E [0, 1]
generates solutions that lie on the efficient frontier. Thus,
this methodmaybe used to choose solutions other than that
which maximizes expected value-of-precomputation. This
gives a risk interpretation of the conditions under whichan
agent wouldchoose 7 ¢ 0 off-line.

5[ .
Finally, we considerthe effect of uncertainty in idle time,
Tu, on the performance of APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE.Figure 7 shows the performance for Tm= 22, for
idle time uncertainty Tu E [0, 13]. The performancewith an
optimal off-line risk-aversion parameter(technique (3))
creases as uncertainty increases, finally performingslightly
worsethan time-slicing on the exact curves (technique (4)).
The methodologyworks well whenthe distributional information about the likely idle time can be used off-line to
improve performance. This is not possible for large idle
time uncertainty and non-concavevalue-of-precomputation
curves because a meta-deliberation allocation that is optimal
for small idle times maynot also be optimal for longer idle
times. In this case there is only a marginaladvantagein having access to distributional informationon idle time.
EFFICIENT

FRONTIER

Mean-variance analysis is a decision-analytic method in
modernportfolio theory for choosing an optimal investment
portfolio (Markowitz1959). Mean-varianceanalysis is performedover the "efficient frontier", a set of portfolios that
dominateall other portfolios. Theexpectedutility of a port-
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Figure8: Varianceversus meanfor deliberationportfolio selection in the approximate] value-of-precomputation
space for the
problemshownin Figure 3. The efficient frontier lies between
7 = 0 and 7 = 1, and 3’* = 0.46 represents optimal off-line
risk-compensation.
Weare currently investigating if APPROXIMATE
AND
COMPENSATE
always finds only solutions on the efficient
frontier and whetheror not it can find all points on the efficient frontier. Theseproperties wouldenable off-line opti-
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mization that is moreefficient than searching the complete
space of allocations.

DISCUSSION
Wedevelop a meta-deliberation methodthat retains the online efficiency of greedy time-slicing but admits application to problemswith (1) non-concaveperformanceprofiles,
(2) variance in problem-solving performance over the target range of computational challenges, and (3) uncertainty
in the parameters of current and future challenges. Our APPROXIMATE
ANDCOMPENSATE
method adds flexibility
to
existing greedy methodsthrough approximationand off-line
tuning. Weshow that the methodis sound and experimentally demonstratehowto use off-line tuning to provide the
benefits of fully on-line methodswithout a significant increase in on-line costs. Important future workis to provide
more guidance in howto choose good approximation functions off-line.
Boddyand Dean (1994) describe howthe difference
variance of problem-solving procedures with similar expected performance can greatly affect meta-deliberation
decisions. They discuss quantifying the cost of metadeliberation with approximateprofiles. Zilberstein and Russell (1996) approximateprobabilistic profiles by varying
the granularity of tabular representations or throughclosedform normaldistribution approximations.Theypoint out the
subsequent errors inherent in closed-form approximations.
Continual computationwith two distinct states of knowledge may be generalized to problems in which changes to
this problem-solving"belief state" occur in incrementsover
time. Weare additionally exploring extensions of APPROXIMATEANDCOMPENSATE
to sequential probabilistic challenges. Whenevaluating meta-deliberation over sequences
of challenges we must consider both competition for shared
resources across time (Boddy & Dean1994) and dependencies betweencurrent deliberations and future challenges.
In our experimental results APPROXIMATEAND COMPENSATEis shownto perform well but, not as well as offline optimization with hindsight. Wecan show that this
baseline for performancecan not be attained for manyproblems. Intuitively, an optimal allocation assumingidle time
T + 1 can not necessarily be reached by starting with an
optimal allocation for idle time T. Thus, without prior information about idle time, we cannot produce an idle time
allocation that is optimal for both T and T + 1. Put another
way, idle time allocation to each challenge must be monotonically non-decreasing. Wecan pose optimization problemsthat take these additional constraints into account. For
example, we might consider the class of constant-portfolio
strategies that allocate the sameproportion of idle time to
each challengefor all idle times.
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